Poster Presentations
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187 Movie
Josh Scott, Kenny Carrillo

A Comparison of Gender Roles in Child Custody Cases
Valeria Flores

A Criminological Analysis of "Baby Driver"
Alex Mendieta

A Criminological Analysis of "Mr. Brooks"
Daisy Soriano-Perez

A Criminological Analysis of Hong Jong-chan's "Juvenile Justice"
Eduardo Ramos

A Criminological Analysis of Hustlers
Rachel Bondi

A Criminological Analysis of the Life of Mayra Rangel Jimenez
Veronica Solorio, Monica Rodriguez

A Criminological Approach of the Life of Gypsy Rose
Sara Land, Layla Ruiz

A Criminological Look at Ruby Ridge
Dillon McChesney

A Demographic Exploration of Social Security Recipients
Alyssa Harrison

A Theoretical Assessment of Goodfellas
Anamarie Ramirez

Affirmative Action: History, Analysis, and Challenges
Ricardo Denova

Agrivoltaic Solar Potential in Water Scarce Conditions: A Site Suitability Analysis in the San Joaquin Valley
Jonah Wilson

An Analysis of "The Wonderful and Wild Whites of West Virginia"
Abbey Overbey

Analysis on Ocean 8
Tess Sullivan, Ingrid Claudio Dolores
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Analyzing Crime on a deeper level
Samantha Vizcarra

Analyzing Emily the Criminal
Arlene Chaparro

Analyzing Fire Risk in Butte County, California
Jakob Frederickson

Analyzing the Dynamics Behind California's Fast-Growing Cities
Jennifer Roman

Analyzing the Kristen Smart Case
Giselle Herrera

Analyzing the Monster of the Andes
Daniel Rangel

The Animation Pipeline
Ciela Parent

Attacks on Staff and Psychotropic Medication in California Jails
Reis Avila

Balancing Innovation and Accountability: The Role of Technology in Policing
Will Hitchcock

Battered Women's Syndrome Legal Defense Effectiveness
Lily Marvin

Behind Bars: Exploring the Dynamics and Impacts of Prison Gang
Ismael Sotero

Best Interest of the Child - Its Long-Term Impacts on Families
Cesar Magana

Bird watching for Bird Flu
Brandon Ligeti

The Broken Bonds and Learned Behavior of Jeffery Dahmer
Nathan Macedo, Manuel Cunja

CA Laws and the Rehabilitation of Convicted Workers
Emily Kincheloe
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The California Minor in Possession Alcohol Laws</td>
<td>Daniela Chavez-Valenzuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Training Requirements for Correctional Officers vs. Other States</td>
<td>Andrew DeBoarde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California's Wind and Solar Energy Potential</td>
<td>Kevin Berry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Paths in Criminal Law</td>
<td>Klayre Barres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch Me If You Can Rational Choice Theory</td>
<td>Tamra Rush, Autumn Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch Me If You Can; Abagnale Jr’s Strain Theory</td>
<td>Kelley Chesnutt, Alexis Yates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie</td>
<td>Ximena Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories of Wrongful Termination</td>
<td>Samael Aldana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Custody Determinations - What role Gender Stereotypes play</td>
<td>Wendy Davila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child labor: The Department of Justice and Subcontractors</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Caras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Religiosity, Atheism, and Prejudice</td>
<td>TJ Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceal Carry Permitting Policies and Gun Crime</td>
<td>Kaid Reischman, Julian Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Crew</td>
<td>Tania Janeth Castellanos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Control and Community: A Sociocultural Explanation of &quot;We Own this City&quot;</td>
<td>Jennifer Cusiter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Crime Media Analysis
Abby Wenschlag

Crime Media Analysis
Kyra Womack

Criminal Justice Theories in Boyz in the Hood
Izabel Santana

Decisions in Divorce
Jenna Brown

Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
Madison Judd, Nik Levandowski, Thomas Dunn, Eric Thao

Disability Accommodations and Academic Success
Brandt Kicklighter

The Disappearance of the Spring-Run Chinook Salmon
Jessika Adams

The Death Penalty
Abraham Mercado

Diving Deep for Abalone Advocacy
Brodie Schreder

DNA Testing Advancements in the Legal System
Clara Rivera

Does Involving Religion in the Rehabilitation Process Reduce Recidivism Rates
Johanna Granda Ramos

Does Race Factor Into Police Stops?: Police Stops in Three California Counties
Betheny Castellanos, Danny Romero, Frankie Torres

Does Sexual Arousal Override Heterosexual College Students’ Condom Use Preferences in a Simulated Sexual Negotiation Task?
Leahana Mishelof

Drug Addiction and Mass Incarceration: A Public Health and Policy Problem
Peri Kraft
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Dual Use Solar: Building Socially Responsible, Integrated Energy Systems for our Climate Future
Owen Sarty, Jonah Wilson, Kevin Berry

East Palestine Catastrophe
Dante Nogara, Christian Chavez, TJ Espinoza, Andrew Reguera

Education and Military Service: Influences of Religious Importance and Income
Manuel Cunha, Cole Gemmell, Kaid Reischman

The Effect of Education on Incarceration
Ava Fuentes, Haley Wilson

The Effects of Income & Education on Political Participation
Jaeden Fraley, Sara Cruz

Effects of Solitary Confinement & Recidivism
Yasmin Ramirez

Elder Fraud
Maren Petersen

Electoral Structures & Minority Representation
Chase Shears, Samuel Wynd

Establishing legal parentage - Biological fathers
Duane Stevens

Exploring Ideological Affiliation: A Comparative Study of Education, Dual Citizenship, and Generational Effects
Sean Bragen, Brandt Kicklighter, Josie Smith

Exposure to Statements Supporting Free Will Increases Hypothetical Donations to Individuals Experiencing Homelessness
Elena Rabinovich, Krysta Darling

Fatherhood and Arrears - How Do Incarcerated Fathers Navigate Arrears Once Being Released
Natalie McGee

Feminism and Difference
Samantha Vizcarra
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Flood Extent Comparison 2010, 2023, and Future Event Predictive Analysis, Indus River, Pakistan
*Adam Steiner*

Foreclosure at Your Rental
*Allie Whitefield*

The Future of Wheat in the Midwest: Trends in Temperature and Soils
*Daniel Deem*

Great Pacific Garbage Patch
*Hailey Fryklund, Jessica Carbajal, Cayden Hotaling, Danielle Russell*

Guns and Mental Health
*Luis Pineda*

Hacking; a Criminological Application
*Isabella Garcia*

Heat: Rational Choice Theory in Practice
*Mac Ward*

Hit and Runs: The Penalties and What to Do
*Sean Bragen*

Homeless Camps and Community Centers, 2023, in Relation to Urban Heat and Median Home Values, Sacramento, CA
*Adam Steiner*

How Do Gender Affirming Care Bans Contribute to Violence Against Trans Youth?
*Shanti Williams*

How Regenerative Agriculture Fights Climate Change
*Amanda Macon, Daniel Carbajal Aron Killingsworth, Daniel Deem*

How to Get Your Security Deposit Back
*Elena Rowan*

Immigrant Agricultural Workers' Rights: Navigating Pesticide Regulations
*Paula Garcia*
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The Impact of Reentry Programs in El Dorado County
**Ryan Weiner**

Improving Community Policing, Ways in Which it Has Flawed and Succeeded
**Jose Cortez**

Incarcerated Alone: Exploring the Impact of Solitary Confinement in California Prisons
**Stella Rollo**

Inequality in U.S. Abortion Rights & Access
**Madison Geiger**

Interventions and Outcomes: Assessing Program Efficacy in Juvenile Delinquency Reduction
**Jacqueline Gonzalez**

The Journey of Gender Roles: Experiences within Migration and Marriage of Punjabi Immigrant Women in Fresno County
**Simranjeet Sekhon**

Juvenile Detention Rehabilitation Versus Punishment
**Lauren Gamboa**

Landlord Retaliation 101
**Isaiah Kahn**

Local Factors Influencing Felonies & Misdemeanors in Butte County
**Zoe Garvin**

Locked and Voted: Understanding Generational Influence on Gun Attitudes and Voting
**Jaeden Fraley, Lain Higgins, Hazi Tolentino**

The Long-Term Effects of Family Court on Children in Custody Cases
**Catherine Back**

The Legitimacy of Eyewitness Testimony
**Anamarie Ramirez**
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Looking to the Future to Improve Self-Control: A Pilot Study of Exposure to Age Progressed Images
Jacs Jacona, Lauren Goldberg

Mandatory Arrest Policy
Dillen Farrell

Media Representation and Political Discourse
Brandt Kicklighter

Mental Health in the Criminal Justice System
Deborah Desiderio

The Misogyny and Pathology of the Green River Killer
Jovita Rodriguez-Salazar, Evelyn Horton

My Friend Dahmer
Lily Frew, Allison Vick

Navigating an Unlawful Detainer
Cadence Lopez

Navigating Life After a Wildfire: Insights from Teens Who Experienced the Camp Fire
Maricella Garcia, Madeline Mauldwin, Lizbeth Navarro, Guadalupe Carolina Vazquez

Navigating the Deaf Experience in the Criminal Justice System
Laura Vardanega

Paradigms of Race
Lizett Delgado

Perceived Gender Norms and Condom Use
Jose Gonzalez-Ayala

Poaching/Hunting Endangered Animals
Victoria Nichols, Miranda Zuniga, Damara Soto Leon

Political Participation Across Latino Generations
Steven Armstrong, Jefferson Garcia Leon

Post-Imprisonment Earnings & Recidivism
Kandolisa Mwesiga-Hoil
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Predators and Populations: Examining the Effect of Mountain Lions on Tule Elk Populations
Candice Sawyer

Pregnancy Care in Jails
Maria Rangel

Prison Pet Programs
Alisa Cruz

Program Opportunities for Incarcerated Migrants
Sabastian Patino

Puppy Mills
Emily Vineyard-Morris, Taylor Whyte, Jennifer Cruz

Racial Disparity in US Drug Arrests
Gwendolyn Shirden

Racial Formation: The Great Transformation
Lennon Nickels

Recidivism Rates
Brian Yanez

Rent Increases FAQ
Jody Avalos

The Role of Redlining in Shaping California’s Transportation Equity and Economic Futures
Brenda Huyapaya, Jennifer Roman, Bobby Gordon

Scams Targeting College Students
Tyler Pacey

Social Factors of Creating Criminals
Justin Burgess

Social Media Effects on Political Engagement
Lauren Thorpe, Danny Romero

Stalking, Sexual Misconduct and Dating Violence across the CSU System
Jane Ruby Noelle Juberg Taylor Whyte

Term Limits & Legislative Efficiency: Assessing Productivity in State Legislatures
Josephine Smith, Drew Deborde
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The Theoretical Analysis of Killer Inside: The Mind of Aaron Hernandez
Jessika Adams

The Trafficking of Wildlife and Exotic Animals
Priyanka Lal, Stephanie Suarez, Lynette Garcia

Trail of Gabriel Fernandez
Madison Coman, Jessica Ferreyra Rodriguz

Transformative Justice
Kelli Vierra

The Treatment of Mental Health in the Criminal Justice System
Jessica Miller

Underdiagnosis of ADHD in BIPOC
Thalia Quiroz

Understanding the Rights of Doordash and Uber Drivers
Bonifacio Locsin

Urban Heat and Cooling Centers in San Joaquin County
Brandon Maybell

Urban vs. Rural Incarceration Rates on County Jails
Peri Kraft

Visualizing Wildfire Risk in California
Jakob Frederickson

What Happens When You are Convicted of Driving Under the Influence
Ashley Howard

What is Section 8 and How to apply
Andre Howard

White Collar Wolf
Yovanka Montes, Brenna Madrigal

Who Votes: A Look at How Age, Gender and Community Size Affect Voting
Ginny Adorador, Charlie Claridge, Maddie Martins
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Why Does Mental Health Increase in Prison?
Shawnea Maston

Wills vs. Trusts
Jacklyn Del Real

Wolves in Yellowstone: How Development Threatens Their Territory
Jackson Cone

Women's Rape Cases in the Military vs. Civilian Courts
Jasmine Jassal Henson

Wrongful Convictions
Madeline Stephens

Wrongful Convictions Based on Eyewitness Misidentification
Elizabeth Morales